Music

_NMU 71_
Piano: Beginner $110
_Thur 7-9pm_
_April 30-June 18_

Through small group instruction, you will receive a solid foundation in notation, fingering, and rhythm. Learn how to play familiar tunes. Each person will work on his/her own console.

Register early! Class size is limited.

Dance

_NDA 41_
Ballroom Dancing $110
_Mon 7-9pm_
_April 27-June 22_

Singles and couples, here is your opportunity to learn and master the graceful art of ballroom dancing while adding excitement to your social life and meeting new friends.

Register with a partner - recommended but not required. No sneakers!

_NDA 54_
Latin Dancing $110
_Tue 7:15-9:15pm_
_April 28-June 16_

Enhance your cultural horizons or improve on your dance moves through the artistry of Latin dancing. Learn the Salsa, Rumba, Tango, Cha-Cha, Merengue, and more.